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IJPS Completes
First Reading
Challenge Fair

BY: Adam Habib
January 18, 2018- IJPS
Students complete its
first Reading Challenge
Fair in the school’s
green field as English
Department’s first successful
culminating
event.

Majdoline Nofal alongside
all English teachers, the
reading
challenge
was
launched November of 2017
to encourage students in
reading for pleasure.
The challenge let students
from grades 4-9 to choose
any book of their liking to
read in the next 2-3 months
and to create visual charts
or dioramas about it.

Each grade level also
chose to showcase their
Headed by the Depart- products in different
ment coordinator, Miss themes such as: Flower gar-
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den, travel, theatre, restaurant
and Hollywood. Parents were
invited to witness the culmination of this wonderful event.
Miss Nofal plans to continue
this activity annually to develop
more students and their love
for reading.

NEWS ARTICLES
for all.

Abu Dhabi Firefighters
Training
By: Yumna Khalifa
25th January, 2018, Thursday- Civil Defense
fire fighters led IJPS students in a talk/
training for Fire Safety from Grades 3-9 in
IJPS Activity Room.

Students from Grades 3-9 attend Fire Safety
training on Thursday as an initiative from Abu
Dhabi Civil Defense.
2 Fire fighters from the Ministry led the
training to teach students in extinguishing fire
and the usage of different kinds of fire extinguishers.
All students who attended the meeting had the
chance to test out a virtual fire and fire extinguisher to experience different fire situations.
This exercise made the training exciting and fun
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This training from Civil Defense is conducted
yearly to teach children Fire Safety and Awareness during fire. It is surely an event all students
look forward to.

NEWS ARTICLES
Termly Parents- Teachers
Conference at IJPS
By: Sarah Khalifa
23- 30 January, 2018- IJPS conducts its First Term Parents- Teachers
Conference to reflect on students’ first
term marks.
Parents and teachers gather together in the
school’s Activity Room to discuss students’ first
term marks. The meeting started with the Math
and Science Department at eight in the morning
until 10:15. A Schedule of the meetings is as follows:
Jan 23- Math and Science (Grades 4-9)
Jan 24- Classroom Teachers (Grades 1-3)
Jan 25- Arabic Language Teachers (Grades 1-9)
Jan 29- English Language Teachers (Grades 49)

My Opinion on the Reading
Challenge!
By: Yumna Khalifa
Creative minds swimming in a sea full of
words with hooking sentences and all. A hard
guess but I'm talking about the reading challenge! an event where all parents and students
get to communicate and interact with each other, each class had their own theme so you can
imagine how great it was. everyone was willing to participate in it since it was such a
unique thing that our school did for us and I'm
sure that we as students learned from this experience, every class had decorated their area
based on the theme and along with that, we had
an entertaining program that was the introduction of the event.

Both boys and girls had team worked
to attract students, teachers, and parents to visJan 30- KG Teachers (KG from 1:30- 2:30 PM)
it their booth. All looked stunning and I'm sure
IJPS values each student’s progress and develeveryone has a favourite one, so about the stuopment. To ensure this, the school conducts an- dents as I said each class and the students in it
nual meetings where teachers can communicate
make a chart about their favourite book and
with parents in planning and enriching the stuthis way students can learn new books to read
dents’ needs.
and hear other's opinion about the book that
The certificates for first term are readily availa- they read. In the end of this, we as students
ble in the IJPS SMS Accounts. You can also visit
learned how to communicate with parents and
the school for further queries regarding this
other students and this event got us closer and
matter.
really learned about the community in our
school everyone was there and it was a lot of
fun, surprisingly we learned and had fun at the
same time. It was a blast! I
hope we do this again
soon.

FEATURES (Robotics and Reading)
By the IJPS Community

Sheikh Zayed and his Ideologies on Education
By: Khaled Mohammed
Our Great founding father, Sheikh Zayed, once said that “The
real asset of any advanced nation is its people, especially the
educated ones. The prosperity and success of the people are
measured by the standard of their education.” Such strong and
mighty words from a wise leader.
This quote is something I strongly believe in. It empowers me.
It makes me believe that I am an important part of my community, of this country. I hold the key of the future. A future where
everything my elders are working on will be in my succession. I
am the keeper of information and knowledge. I am entrusted
with a responsibility to succeed and make this country more
than what it is now.
I am a child of UAE. My father, Sheikh Zayed, is a great man.
He instilled all his wisdom so that we can all believe that we are
destined for something great. I thank him for that. There’s no
greater way than to show our gratitude for him than dedicating
2018 as his year. This year we celebrate his great deeds, his wise
teachings, the values he believes in and passed through the next
generation of UAE citizens, the future he wants us to have and
the empowerment he shares to all people, young and old.
He is my personal hero. He inspires me to dream big and that I
can do anything if I believe in myself. He guaranteed a bright
future in store for me and all the youth of UAE. He motivates
me in striving hard to
be great in my studies
because I also want to
fulfill his promise that
UAE will set a mark in
the world. I want to be
part of the community
he dreamt of. A prosperous and successful
country known by all. I
want to be a proud
bearer of the UAE
community; proud that
I belong to a country
where its citizens take
value in the importance of education, because people with good education are
the most important resource of a country. We are the key to a
country’s success and I want to join this movement, our father,
Zayed, started. I will be his champion.

Virtual Robots
By: Hamad Al Ameri

The Virtual Robotics started 10 years
ago, as a tool for engineers. Before investing
time and money in building a real robot, it
would be advantageous to have some way of
testing on a digital prototype.
Why virtual robots?:
There are many benefits to adding simulation to the MINDSTORMS® experience, but a
few of the more compelling reasons are given
below:
Perhaps the most obvious benefit is that
by using a simulated robot we can make programs to work with the robot, even if it isn’t
available. For
Example, your robotics club might only have a
single MINDSTORMS® robot, but the whole
team could be working and programming on a
digital version of that same competition robot
from home.

ROBOTICS and Reading

Will robots take
over our jobs?

rules were different. Our jobs are
being taken over by machines way
faster and more frequent than before and more than the amount of
By: Motaz Pharoan
jobs they create. That’s
worHow much time do you
rying, right?... But do you think
think it will take for automation to that innovation will save us will
take over our jobs from us? Acsave us like before? While the new
cording to a 2013 study, more
information industries are exthan 50% of all jobs in the world ploding, jobs are becoming fewer
could potentially be automated in and fewer. As statistics show,
the next 20 years or so. But, auto- google employed 58,000 people
mation has been around for dec- in 2012, but with its rise as a virades, what is the difference now? tual company based on the internet, it had destroyed more than
100,000 jobs for other compaThere is no doubt that in- nies.
novation has made human labor a
Cars were the innovation
lot more fluid and smooth and
of
the
past
that converted our way
easy and even more productive.
This means, for example, that ten of living, our infrastructure, and
our cities. Millions of people
hours of human work could be
found new jobs because of that in
done 10 times better in only 1
hour. This disposed of many jobs the past 100 years, but the indusand at the same time created jobs try as a whole does not create as
many jobs as it used to. Even with
that were better for professional
workers. Therefore, it worked well the rise of electric cars, not too
for the majority of people and liv- many jobs are being created as
there used to be before.
ing standards improved as a
whole.
But, what about the
internet?
Technology is dependIn the blink of an eye, the
ent on internet and it is an essen-

LAUGHTER
(By: Rowa Radwan)
What is laughter? Laughter is
the act of laughing; a sound
emitted from a living creature
when feeling at happiness. But,
what truly resembles laughter?

tial part of almost all industries.

But, still, the jobs created are
not enough to keep up with the
growth of the population and a
new generation of machines is
slowly taking.
While humans have
their fears about future jobs,
the Information Age and modern automation could be a
huge opportunity to change
human society in a positive
manner and reduce poverty
and inequality drastically.

come from the brain, when
smile, to be happy, to laugh.
command to, or when you force
it. It comes when you feel the
bubbles inside your tummy
rumble, when someone or
something makes you smile so
wide that you can’t help but give
in.

“Laughter is wine for the soullaughter soft, or loud and deep,
tinged with seriousness-the hiLaughter comes in different
forms. Funny, happy, loud and larious declaration made by
maybe even quiet-the chuckling man that life is worth living.” –
Sean O’ Casey. It means, laughtype of laughter! But, true
laughter comes from the heart, ter is the reason we live, the reason why we meet, why we disas does happiness. It does not
cover, why we interact. To
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IJPS
Reading
Challenge
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Students from Grades 4– 9 Proudly present their Projects in front of Parents.
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In Addition to the Book Presentations,
students also presented some amazing
short dramas!

Drama Presentations

IJPS Firefighting Training
All students who attended the meeting had the chance to test out a virtual fire and
fire extinguisher to experience different fire situations.
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IJPS SPORTS
By The IJPS Community

IJPS SPORTS NEWS
By: Hamad Al Ameri

IJPS Gives Opportunities for its Student
Athletes to train and
mentor younger students.
Led by Miss Mary Jade
Maglalang, Gifted and Talented students in Sports
can now share their talents in skills by mentoring
younger students as their
project for the G&T Program.

LAMAR ABD
ELMALIK SABRI
Wins Bronze in
UAE Karate CompeSelected students from
tition
Grades 6-9 will be mentoring Lower Grade students in teaching them
basic principles and skills
of Football, Basketball and
Volleyball.

Lamar Sabri of G4A
bags the bronze medal
in the UAE Karate Open
Competition on January 26, 2018 held in
The sessions will be done
Dubai.

accordingly to make sure
that there won’t be interruptions in students’ aca- She participated in the
Kumite Level, Girls Age
demics.

10– 11 Division. AcAs part of IJPS G&T Pro- cording to Lamar, it
gram, the school aims to
was an amazing experipromote and develop stu- ence participating in
dents with exemplary
the said competition.
skills ,with Sports/
Athletics being included.

IJPS is truly proud of
your Achievement, Lamar!

IJPS Newsletter Staff

-Adam Habib– Lay Out Artist
Grade 7
-Yumna Khalifa– News Writer
Grade 8
-Hamad Al Ameri– Sports
Writer
Grade 5
-Motaz Pharaon- Sci and
Tech Writer
Grade 9
-Fatima Gomri– Cartoonist
Grade 9
-Rowa Radwan– Editor-InChief
Grade 9
-Ms.Deanne and Ms. Majdoline
Newsletter Advisers

IJPS Literary Works
A Speck of Hope
(Poem by: Reem Khaled)

I open my eyes to see the darkness
So I search for little hope
But when I think searching is useless
With the day ill start to cope
Am I exaggerating?
Or is it the seek of attention
It’s hard to stop pretending
But it’s even harder to mention
It all started with a smile
But it wasn’t the smartest thing I did
When everything started to pile
It was the tears that I shed

Sheikh Zayed, Our Leader

“I will give it a try”

(By: Sultan Dzumabhaev)

I want it to end
I don’t know the reason why
But, my life, I have to extend
I lack the feel
But I feel sorry

During 1971,

When will it all become real

Across the Middle East

Cause everything seems blurry

A nation was built,

Will I see the light?

By an honorable man.

I’ll keep on waiting

Sheikh Zayed is his name,

It’s like flying a kite

Everyone adored him

When it’s heavy raining

And embraced his fame
Now on its 46th year,
People all over UAE
Sheds their tears
Not because of sorrow and misery,
But because of happiness and victory.

